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Local records form in special historical conditions and social environments. 
Its main function records local conditions and custom, products and natural 
resource, the evolution of organizational system, and so on .As we know, Local 
records is characteristic of obvious locality and epoch. 
Local records in Putian went through a very long process. There wasn’t its 
own Local records for many dynasties in Putian. Until KangXi dynasty people 
began to compile their own Local Records. Then their descendants continued to 
do it. The Local Records compiled in the period of Qian Long was different from 
the one in Min Guo because of social changes, but academic circles didn’t pay 
enough attention to it. I want to explain the difference through comparing and 
analyzing the two books. I think society and epoch should be considered as 
reading Local Records. 
There are five parts. Chapter one is the preface . In this part ,I want to 
explain the history of Local records and the present research conditions of Local 
Records. Chapter two is about the process compiled Local records in Putian. In 
this chapter I analyze why they compiled it. In fact, they compiled the Local 
records in order to keep the original materials, to help the local government 
manage the town and to educate the local people. Chapter three expresses the 
difference of the Local records in Putian between in the period of Qianlong and 
Minguo. I expound the structure about the two books and the continuance and 
creativity of Local Records in Minguo. the Chapter four is of the change about 















first, I talk about the difference about people biography.  Then I express the folk 
culture was emphasized in Local records of Minguo. In the last section I find 
social economy was more described. Chapter five is the epilogue. I conclude that 
we can know the change of society and culture from Local records. Moreover, 
the difference about the concept of Local records compiling exposes the 
characteristic of different era. So we can collect some useful materials about 
local society and culture through studying the Local records in different edition. 
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第二章  莆田地方志的编纂过程 
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